Raspi-Toolbox

Ten years ago, the Raspberry Pi Foundation started the project to build an affordable mini computer. This has developed into one of the most successful single-board computers with a large fan base.

Today, the Raspberry Pi is not only used as a learning and tinkering computer for various software and hardware projects. It is just as well suited for use as a power-saving media server, backup server and much more.

In the special issue c't Raspi-Toolbox we present current projects, but also teach many basics about the Raspi operating system and the hardware extensions of the system.

**Projects**
- Password server
- WLAN watchdog
- Security camera monitor
- Backup server
- Remote control PCs

**Basics**
- Review of the history of origins
- Raspi setup
- Automate updates
- Programming sensors and actuators
- Robust file systems

**Gaming**
- 4K streams with Kodi
- Homemade stream remote control
- Gameboy emulation
- Spotify and Airplay with the Raspi
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